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Backstage at Mara
Hoffman's Jungle-

Themed '15 Collection
For her much-ant ic ipated Swim 2015 col lect ion, designer Mara Hoffman found
inspirat ion in nature , drawing on the idea that  al l  things -  even fashion -  are
derived from the earth. We went backstage with T IGI’s  Nick Irwin, a long-t ime
fr iend and creat ive muse of Mara’s , to learn how he created the hairs ty le for
the jungle- inspired show.
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Backstage at Mara Hoffman, the bustling scene was reminiscent of a jungle itself. Models, stylists, makeup
artists and press nudged through the tight space to get a look at TIGI Global Creative Director Nick Irwin’s
newest hair creation, which involved generous amounts of hairspray, a subtle braid, and in a stroke of
creative genius, palm leaves.

After curling and then back-brushing the hair to create a “candy-floss” look, hairstylists applied CATWALK by
TIGI Work It Hairspray to create a bushy cloud of hair. Then, stylists gathered the hair at the back and
prepped the bottom three inches with CATWALK by TIGI Camera Ready Shine Spray. Here comes the fun
part: After weaving the three-inch piece into a small braid, stylists attached a single palm leaf to the end as a
subtle symbol of the show’s inspiration.

“You imagine you’re sort of in this jungle environment where it’s hot, it’s wet, and it’s dry, it changes. So the
hair gets beaten up, but there’s still something beautiful about that woman” Nick said about the look.

 

(Above: TIGI Global Creative Director Nick Irwin attaching a palm leaf to a model's braid)
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As part of his creative process in coming up with new hairstyles, Nick constantly reviews what he has done
in the past, hoping to “evolve” a new style out of a past one. The thin, subtle braid adorned with a palm leaf
is a reference to the gold-dipped braid Nick created for Mara’s Fall 2014 show at NYFW.

“The thing with Mara is it’s always about trying to progress what we’ve done before. You know, like,
reference the looks, evolve what we’ve done in the past” he said.

The only thing messing with the nature vibe? The models’ smartphones, with which they proudly “selfie-d”
their new, jungle-warrior hair. But after getting a good look at the finished product ourselves, we don’t
blame them.

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0673/8123/files/blog_Mara-Hoff-Hair-3.jpg?157
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For details on the makeup that complimented Nick’s look, we touched base with Sarah Lucero, the brand
Spokesperson and Global Director of Education at Stila Cosmetics. To add to the collection’s natural theme,
Sarah chose to apply minimal makeup, adding boldness only on the eyes and brows.

“We’re doing a sexy, clean makeup. Caramel-color cheeks, a soft lip stain, no makeup, basically, but more
like she’s been navigating her way through the jungle,” Sarah said.

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0673/8123/files/blog_Mara-Hoff-Hair-4.jpg?159
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Under the eye, Sarah added a pop of emerald to the outer corner with a smudge stick, creating a subtle but
significant punch. The lashes were coated in Stila’s Mile High Mascara, set to release this Fall, and the brows
were styled bushy, spiky and strong.

“You only have to find one element that you love and pump that up. You can still get that powerful
message of beauty across with one little element,” Sarah said about her decision to add a subtle green under
the eye.

After speaking to Nick and Sarah about this season’s look, we were excited to see how the style would
translate on the runway. The verdict? Bushy, jungle hair and natural makeup were the perfect compliments
to Mara Hoffman’s 2015 collection, which featured geo prints, neon colors, rainbow fringe and flowing tunics.

Among our favorite looks was a black, woven ensemble with a high-waisted bottom and scuba-style top.
We also loved the bright parrot print that adorned both dresses and swimsuits alike. Overall, Mara Hoffman’s
2015 swim collection was both high-fashion and highly accessible, making it one of our favorites yet.

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0673/8123/files/blog_Mara-Hoff-Makeup-.jpg?160
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By Tatiana Cirisano

COMMENTS
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